EDST 114 Inspiration/Concept Map—Shoe Decision Tree
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1) Get in a group of 6 people. If you need help getting the exact number, let me know. We’ll need exactly six people for this exercise.
2) Each person will put one shoe on a desk in the middle of the group (if you don’t want to take your shoe off, you can put your foot on the table for a while).
3) Break into pairs with one computer for each pair. Each pair will make a decision tree (look at the example below) using an Inspiration concept map. Questions that can be answered with a yes or no should be placed on the symbols and answers on the links.
4) Insert images as symbol shapes from the Shoe Resources folder on Blackboard.
5) Attach your concept map to a thread in the Shoes Forum of the Discussion Board on Blackboard.
6) Put the first initial and last name of each person in your pair in the subject line of your attached Inspiration document

---

[Decision Tree Diagram]

Is the shoe black?
- Yes
  - Is the shoe leather?
    - Yes
      - This shoe belongs to Aaron Mitchell
    - No
      - This shoe belongs to Vicki Velveta
- No
  - Is the shoe leather?
    - Yes
      - This shoe belongs to Ruth Gibson
    - No
      - This shoe belongs to Mother Earth